
BEAR IN SPACE: RUXPIN ODDYSSEY 

OLD MALE PASSENGER: But he’s not just “Teddy,” oh no!  He’s Teddy Ruxpin!! 
 
BEAR growls while trying to contain a volcano of anger. 
 
OLD FEMALE PASSENGER: (reacting to the steam coming out of Bear’s ears) Oh 
Dear. 
 
OLD MALE PASSENGER: (same) Land Sakes! 
 
BEAR: (seething) You don’t happen to know where this Teddy Ruxpin might be, do 
you? 
 
OLD FEMALE PASSENGER: (Trying to be helpful) Well, yes.  I think I do! 
 
Pause Shot.  Bear waiting expectantly, neither old passenger getting the hint. 
 
BEAR: (Menacingly leaning in) Before I gut you wide open do you think you might tell 
us where this Whimpo Bear is? 
 
OLD MALE PASSENGER: He’s not very nice is he? 
 
OLD FEMALE PASSENGER: Not at all.  I think we’d better pinch his cheeks to make 
sure he even is a real bear. 
 
BEAR NARRATION:  So we disposed of the bodies and then went to our on board 
computer, Trixie! 
 
COMPUTER DISPLAY:  “Subject: Teddy Ruxpin.  Occupation: Adventurer.  Base of 
Operations: Storyland, Ruxpin World, Beta Minor, Ursa Major Constellation.” 
 
BEAR NARRATION: Trixie told us he flies this Balloon Crate deal and travels around 
Storyland spreading good will and helping everyone he met… 
 
BEAR’s imagination of what Teddy Ruxpin might be like as he flies around in a balloon 
ship and helps people. 
 
BEAR NARRATION:  After I woofed my cookies on this we decided to head to 
Storyland so I could spread “Teddy” all over Storyland. 
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BEAR NARRATION: We pulled into orbit and then went down.  Immediately we had to 
put on ear plugs.  Everyone was singing for pete’s sake!  All singing about the good 
things Teddy had done for them. 
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BEAR NARRATION:  So we launched about a hundred lobotomy droids before we 
spotted that balloon deal and I couldn’t stop laughing.  He actually lived in this thing?! 
 
BEAR NARRATION:  I wanted to ram it, or blow it up, but Marty suggested just 
boarding it and ripping Teddy’s heart out.  It sounded like fun so that’s what we did. 
 
(A harpoon flies into the wooden sides of Ruxpin’s balloon ship and Bear, Marty and Joe 
Rat slide down it landing on the deck.  Ruxpin sees them and smiles) 
 
RUXPIN: Hi.  I’m Teddy Ruxpin.  Do you wanna be my friend? 
 
(Bear faces Ruxpin brandishing his sword) 
 
BEAR: Sure.  I’m Bear… this is Marty Mole,… that’s Joe Rat, and this is Steve. 
 
RUXPIN: (Looking for Steve with puzzlement) Steve who? 
 
(Bear jabs the sword forward) 
 
BEAR: Steve Sword!  ARGH!!! 
 
(Ruxpin is stabbed in the heart) 
 
RUXPIN: Oh dear, BLEEP (censored) 
 
BEAR NARRATION:  And that’s when I found out.  Teddy wasn’t alive!  Just some 
lousy stinkin electronic bear.  It really sucked!!  All this way just to kill a furry tape deck.  
I ripped him apart anyway but it wasn’t as much fun. 
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